




Effect of Shearing Properties on the Drape 


















































Table 1.Caracteristic of sample 
Weight Thickness Ends Picks Yarn Porosity 
Sample Construction Count(s) 
(mg/cnf) (mm) (per cm) Warp Weft (%) 
Silk Staple， Plane 6. 7 0.144 44 36 40 40 66.4 
PET 65/ Staple， Plane 11. 7 0.253 27 27 30 30 68.0 Polynosik 35 
( 1 ) 
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Table 2. Mechanical properties of sample 
Bending Shearing 
Sample Rigidity Hysteresis Rigidity Hysteresis 
(g・cm)
Warp 0.022 
Silk Weft 0.018 
Bias 0.020 
Warp O. 104 
PET/PNS Weft 0.076 
Bias 0.097 
(x: t2-17c・
Fig.l Warp (weft) specimen (left) and 
bias(45 degrees) speci田en(right) 
(g) (g/cm 'deg) (g/cm) 
O.∞9 0.30 O. 10
0.006 0.27 O. 14 
0.008 
0.087 1. 96 0.60 















F = {(As-Ad)/(Ao-Ad)} X 100%……(1) これは，糸紬方向試験片では，支持台の各辺における
Ft= P /(Ao-Ad) (As-Ad)'一……ー ・(2) 黍下で生じる大部分の挙動はタテあるいはヨコ糸の曲げ
こ〉に Ao・試験片の面積 (cm')(一辺の長さおよ 抵抗であり，各コーナーで座屈された試験片はバイヤス
びコーナ一切除数によって定まる) 方向に垂下して.~断応力が集中する。したがって，コ -
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Fig.2・1 Drape coefficient F of silk fabric 
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Fig.2・3 Drape coefficient F
t 
of silk fabric 
(warp (weft) specimen) 
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Fig.3・1 Drape coefficient F of PET!PNS fabric Fig.3・2 Drape coefficient F of PET!PNS fabric 
(warp (weft) specimen) (bias specimen) 
Side 
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Fig.3・3 Drape coefficient F
t 
of PET!PNS fabric Fig.3・4 Drape coefficient F
t 
of PET!PNS fabric 
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百lIspaper deales with the experimental study on bending and shearing properties which inf1uence the drape of 
fabrics. 
Drape coefficient F and F t were gained on square specimen of warp (weft) direction and bias direction. The square 
specirnen method has the advantage of analysis separated bending properties and shearing properties 
F and F t were calculated as follow: 
(As-Ad) 




‘ (As-Ad) (Ao-Ad) 
where Ao is area of specimen， Ad isarea of stand for drape， As is area of hem line of draping specimen and p is 
hanging length of draped specimen. 
F was decrease with a increment of specimen size and excision of corner. F t was almost constant without specimen 
area. Mechanical effect concentrated on the corner was increase with enlargement of sample size. 
It was recognized that shearing properties contributed to drape of fabric appreciably. 
( 5 ) 
